Introduction {#s0005}
============

Biodegradable metals have received increasing attention as temporary bone implant materials over the past years [@b0005]. Among these metals, iron (Fe) possesses the most attractive mechanical properties for load-bearing applications. Fe is also an important biogenic element in the human body and participates in many physiological functions, such as oxygen transport, electron transfer and catalysis [@b0010]. Additionally, Fe has good biocompatibility with very limited or no toxicity to cells, tissues and organs, which has been demonstrated in many *in-vitro* and *in-vivo* studies [@b0015], [@b0020]. Therefore, Fe has been considered as a promising candidate for use as biodegradable implants. However, so far, the applications of Fe-based bone implants are limited due to the very slow degradation in physiological media and poor interfacial bonding with the native bone [@b0025].

It is known that an ideal bone implant should not only progressively degrade at a suitable rate (approximately 0.2--0.5 mm·year^−1^) to match the bone healing process, but also be bioactive (capability of direct bonding to the native bone) to facilitate the bone healing process [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040], [@b0045], [@b0050]. To accelerate degradation, current studies on Fe-based implants have been mainly focused on alloying, surface coating, patterning, surface treatment, new fabrication methods and texturing. Cheng et al. deposited micro-patterned gold (Au) disc arrays [@b0055], whereas Huang and Zheng deposited platinum (Pt) disc arrays [@b0060] on the surface of pure Fe, respectively. The results indicated accelerated biodegradation due to the galvanic corrosion between the micro-patterned discs and Fe matrix. A similar coating method was also reported in poly(lactide-co-glycolide)-coated magnesium (Mg) alloys [@b0065]. Zhou et al. reported significantly higher degradation rate of biodegradable Fe implants after surface treatment with sandblasting, which was attributed to the special properties of sandblasted surfaces, including surface composition, high roughness and high density of dislocations [@b0070]. Bagherifard et al. treated the surface of a Mg alloy by severe shot peening and revealed that a slight grinding after shot peening led to an the improvement in electrochemical corrosion characteristics [@b0075]. In addition, magnetron sputtering in combination with ultra violet ray lithography was also tried in fabricating Fe foils for use as biodegradable implants [@b0080]. The Fe foils exhibited a preferential orientation in the 〈1 1 0〉 direction and -fine grain structure, as well as corrosion rates of approximately 0.1 mm·year^−1^. An electroforming technique was developed for fabricating biodegradable Fe foils [@b0085], and the results showed that the electroformed Fe possessed a fine-grain microstructure and faster degradation than those of Fe fabricated by casting and thermomechanical treatment. The effects of the rolling mode on the micro-texture evolution and biodegradation behavior of polycrystalline Fe as a biodegradable implant material were investigated by Obayi et al. [@b0090]. The results indicated that cross-rolled samples recrystallized with lower rates than the straight-rolled ones, and no relevant differences in the corrosion rate were observed between them, except for a more uniform degradation for cross-rolled samples.

As for alloying, the selection of alloying elements basically considers two criteria [@b0045], [@b0095]: (I) less noble alloying elements to increase the corrosion susceptibility of the Fe matrix, and (II) nobler alloying elements and/or formation of intermetallic phases (IMPs) to induce galvanic corrosion with the Fe matrix. So far, manganese (Mn), silicon (Si), tin (Sn), and carbon (C), etc., have been alloyed into Fe and enhanced both the degradation rate and mechanical properties of the matrix [@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0110], [@b0115].

As a noble metal, palladium (Pd) has a higher standard potential than Fe and is likely to form IMPs containing high amounts (at least 50 at.%) of Pd^2+^ due to the limited solubility in Fe. More importantly, the standard reaction potential of Pd^2+^ + 2e^−^→ Pd (E = 0.915 V [@b0120]) is higher than that of most alloying elements. These two characteristics make the resulting Pd-rich IMPs much nobler than other IMPs, when compared with the Fe matrix. Thus, the introduction of Pd is expected to induce tremendous micro-galvanic corrosion, thereby increasing the degradation rate of Fe. In addition, Pd has been commonly used in orthodontic and antineoplastic applications and is considered to be tolerable by the body [@b0125], [@b0130], [@b0135]. Nevertheless, Pd may induce cytotoxicity at high concentrations and biocompatibility is still a crucial concern for bone repairs.

To improve both the biocompatibility and bioactivity of Fe-Pd alloy, metal matrix composites (MMCs) with bioceramics may be a feasible approach because the performance of MMCs can be modified by varying the composition and distribution of the ceramic phase [@b0140]. Compared with the commonly used calcium (Ca)-phosphorus (P) bioceramics, bredigite (Ca~7~MgSi~4~O~16~) has been recently evaluated as a promising bioceramic with a combination of outstanding bioactivity, excellent biocompatibility, and high mechanical strength [@b0145]. Bredigite can rapidly induce apatite mineralization and form a strong chemical bonding with bone tissues. Moreover, the main components of bredigite, i.e., Ca, Mg and Si, can also facilitate the growth of cells and bone tissues [@b0150]. These discoveries have stimulated the exploration of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites with accelerated biodegradation, excellent bioactivity and favorable biocompatibility.

So far, Fe-based biocomposites have been fabricated by spark plasma sintering (SPS), powder metallurgy, pulsed electric current assisted sintering, etc. For example, Zheng et al. fabricated Fe-Pd and Fe-Pt biocomposites by SPS with powders, which showed a much smaller grain size of SPS composites than that of as-cast Fe [@b0135]. Sikora-Jasinska et al. fabricated Fe/Mg silicide biocomposites using different powder metallurgy techniques and found that the preparation method of the composite powder played a major role in the corrosion process and mechanism of the final biocomposites [@b0155]. Montufar et al. developed alpha tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP)/Fe biocomposites consolidated by pulsed electric current-assisted sintering to minimize the processing time and temperature while improving their performance [@b0160]. As one of the additive manufacturing techniques, selective laser melting (SLM) is capable of manufacturing parts directly from three-dimensional (3D) models without the need of supporting structures or molds [@b0165], [@b0170]. This technique enables the rapid manufacturing of custom-designed implants with complex shapes and internal structures, particularly suitable for biomedical applications [@b0175]. Moreover, SLM can easily obtain a fine microstructure of alloys via rapid melting/solidification [@b0180], [@b0185]. The out-of-equilibrium process is also able to extend the solid solution limits of alloying elements and decreases composition segregation, thereby resulting in homogeneous textures [@b0190].

This study aims to develop an Fe-based biocomposite containing homogenously dispersed Pd-rich IMPs and bredigite phase in order to (i) accelerate Fe degradation and (ii) improve the bioactivity and biocompatibility simultaneously. The Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites were fabricated by SLM. The effects of chemical composition on the microstructure, biodegradability and bioactivity of the biocomposites were systematically investigated. Particular attention was paid to exploring the potential mechanisms for the improved biodegradation and bioactivity. Additionally, the mechanical performance and *in vitro* cell behavior were also investigated in detail.

Experimental {#s0010}
============

Materials and sample preparation {#s0015}
--------------------------------

Fe powder (purity 99.9%, Shanghai Naiou Nano technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China), bredigite powder (purity 99.9%, Kunshan Huaqiao Science and Technology New Material Co., Ltd., Suzhou, China), and Pd powder (purity 99.9%, Beijing Deke Island Gold Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) were used as raw materials. A series of mixed powders were obtained by mixing the three powders using a ball mill (DECO-PBM-V-0.4L, Changsha Deco Equipment Co., Ltd., Changsha, China) at a rotational speed of 260 rpm for 4 h. The morphology and composition of the powders were analyzed by using a scanning electron microscope equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscope (SEM/EDS, Phenom Prox, Phenom-World BV, Eindhoven, Netherlands). The particle size distribution was measured by a laser diffraction particle size analyzer (Mastersizer 3000, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) with a Hydro EV dispersion unit. The mixed powders were then used for sample preparation on a custom-made SLM system with a laser power of 90 W, a scanning speed of 20 mm·s^−1^, a hatch distance of 0.08 mm and a layer thickness of 0.1 mm. The laser scan followed an oscillation deposition strategy with a rotation of ∼67° between successive layers to relieve stresses. It should be noted that the weight ratio of Pd in this study was set as 2 and 4 wt%, respectively, as a higher amount of Pd may induce severe cytotoxicity [@b0195]. The detailed composition of the prepared Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites is presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1The composition of iron (Fe)-palladium (Pd)-bredigite biocomposites.FormulationComposition (wt.%)FePdBredigiteFe-2Pd-2.5bredigite95.522.5Fe-2Pd-5bredigite9325Fe-2Pd-10bredigite88210Fe-4Pd-2.5bredigite93.542.5Fe-4Pd-5bredigite9145Fe-4Pd-10bredigite86410

Microstructural characterization {#s0020}
--------------------------------

For metallographic analysis, the samples were mounted in epoxy and mechanically ground successively with 800, 1000 and 1600 grit sandpapers, and then polished with diamond pastes, followed by ultrasonic cleaning and air-drying. Subsequently, the metallographic structure of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites was observed using an optical microscope (PMG3, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and the grain sizes were determined by the linear intercept method using the ImageJ software. In addition, the phase composition of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8 Advance, Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany) with Cu-Kα radiation. The scanning rate, accelerating voltage and current were set as 8°·min^−1^, 40 kV and 100 mA, respectively. To determine the distribution states of Pd and bredigite in the Fe matrix, the microstructure and elemental composition of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites were examined by the SEM/EDS.

Mechanical tests {#s0025}
----------------

The compressive properties of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites were evaluated by compression tests, which were carried out on a universal testing machine (WDW-100M, Jinan Zhong Lu Chang Test Machine Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Jinan, China) with a crosshead speed of 5 × 10^−4^ m·min^−1^. The test samples were cylindrical with dimensions of 5 mm in height and 2 mm in diameter. In addition, the microhardness of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites was measured by a microhardness tester (HXD-1000TM/LCD, Shanghai Taiming Optical Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) with a load of 2.94 N and a dwell time of 15 s. The morphology of the indentations was also observed using the SEM. At least five measurements were repeated for each group in all the mechanical tests.

Biodegradation tests {#s0030}
--------------------

Electrochemical tests and immersion tests were both carried out in a simulated body fluid (SBF) solution at 37 °C. The SBF solution consisted of (in g·L^−1^): 0.3050 MgCl~2~·6H~2~O, 6.5453 NaCl, 0.2681 Na~2~HPO~4~·7H~2~O, 0.3676 CaCl~2~·2H~2~O, 0.3728 KCl, 2.2683 NaHCO~3~, 6.0570 (CH~2~OH)~3~CNH~2~, and 0.0711 NaSO~4~ according to the literature [@b0200]. In addition, the pH of the SBF solution was adjusted to 7.4 by using hydrochloric acid (1 mol·L^−1^). The electrochemical properties of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites were examined using an electrochemical workstation (CHI604D, CH Instruments Inc., Shanghai, China). Prior to the tests, the samples were mounted in epoxy with a surface exposure of 1 cm^2^, followed by grinding, polishing, cleaning and drying. During the electrochemical tests, the mounted samples acted as the working electrode while a saturated calomel electrode and a platinum electrode acted as the reference electrode and counter electrode, respectively. The open circuit potentials were stabilized by immersing the samples in the SBF solution. Afterwards, the potentiodynamic polarization curves were recorded at a scanning rate of 0.5 mV·s^−1^. The corrosion potentials (*E~corr~*), corrosion current densities (*I~corr~*) and degradation rates were then acquired obtained using the Tafel extrapolation method.

Immersion tests were performed in the SBF at 37 °C for 21 d. During immersion, the SBF solution was regularly replaced by a fresh one every 3 d to simulate the *in-vivo* corrosion environment. After immersion, the samples were ultrasonicated in ethanol and then dried at room temperature. The corrosion morphology and elemental composition after immersion were characterized by the SEM/EDS. Afterwards, the samples were vigorously stirred in a solution containing 100 mL hydrochloric acid, 5 g stannous chloride, and 2 g antimonous oxide to remove the corrosion products, followed by rinsing with deionized water and ethanol and blow-drying. The 3D surface profiles of the samples were then analyzed by a Veeco Wyko NT9100 optical profile tester (Veeco Instruments Inc., Plainview, USA).

Cell culture tests {#s0035}
------------------

*In vitro* cell culture tests were performed using an indirect contact method because the indirect method enables not only an extensive contact of the materials with cells but also an analysis of the toxic effects of various components and concentrations on cells. Human osteoblast-like cells (MG-63, American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, USA) were used to assess the *in vitro* cytocompatibility of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites. The MG-63 cells were pre-cultured in Dulbecco\'s modified eagle medium (DMEM), which contained 100 U·mL^−1^ penicillin, 100 mg·mL^−1^ streptomycin, and 10% fetal bovine serum. At the same time, the samples were immersed in a separate DMEM with a sample surface area to extract a volume ratio of 1.25 cm^2^·mL^−1^ for 3 d, which was determined to be consistent with that of the immersion tests for correlating the results of the two tests. The resulting extracts were collected for subsequent tests.

To evaluate the cell morphology, the MG-63 cells were incubated in DMEM at 37 °C in 24-well plates. After 4 h, the cultured medium of each well was replaced by the aforementioned extracts of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites. Meanwhile, a complete medium without extracts served as the control group. The cells were further cultured for 5 d, gently rinsed using a phosphate buffered solution, and then stained by Ethidium homodimer-1 and Calcein-AM reagents for 20 min. Afterwards, the cells were fixed with glass slides and a fluorescence microscope (BX60, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was employed to observe the cell morphology.

For cell viability tests, the MG-63 cells were cultured for 24 h in 96-well plates with a seeding density of approximately 2 × 10^3^ cells per 100 μL DMEM, which was then replaced by the extracts. DMEM without extracts served as the control group. After 3 and 5 d of culture, a cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) solution with a volume of 10 μL was dropped into each well and the cells were continually cultured for 2 h. Subsequently, the absorbance was determined using Paradigm^TM^ Detection Platform (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, USA) at a wavelength of 450 nm, and the cell viability (*V*) was calculated according to Equation [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$V = OD_{i}/OD_{0}$$where *OD~i~* ${OD}_{i}$is the mean absorbance of the experimental group and ${OD}_{0}$*OD~0~* is the mean absorbance of the control group.

Statistical analysis {#s0040}
--------------------

All experimental data were presented as mean values ± standard deviations and statistically analyzed by ANOVA. The differences were considered significant when *P* \< 0.05.

Results {#s0045}
=======

Powder characterization and SLM preparation {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------

The morphology, composition and size distribution of the powders used in this study are shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that the Fe powder consisted of light-gray particles in near-spherical shape and the quantitative result showed a particle size range of approximately 20--100 μm ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a1 and a2). The EDS spectrum at point A presented strong peaks corresponding to only Fe ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a3), indicating a high purity of the powder. In comparison, the dark-gray bredigite powder showed a mixture of large polygonal particles in tens of micrometers and small irregular particles in several micrometers ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b1). The size distribution result indicated that most of the bredigite particles were in the size range of 17--30 μm ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b2). The EDS analysis at point B presented the typical peaks of Ca, Si, Mg and O ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b3), corresponding to the stoichiometric ratio of bredigite. As observed from [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c1 and 1c2, the Pd particles presented a spherical morphology in bright colors and the particle size was distributed in the range of 1--6 μm. The EDS spectrum at point C indicated strong peaks of Pd with no other elements ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c3). The morphology of the ball-milled mixed powder is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d1, in which bredigite particles were observable among Fe particles and Pd was homogenously distributed on both of Fe and bredigite particles. This was further confirmed by the EDS spectra at areas A and B ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d2 and 1d3). A surface profile of the original Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites is shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e, which presents a typical rough surface by SLM technology due to balling or partially melted powder [@b0205], [@b0210].Fig. 1(a~1~--d~1~) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) morphology, (a~2~--c~2~) particle size distribution and (d~2~, a~3~--d~3~) element composition of the iron (Fe), palladium (Pd), bredigite and mixed powders. (e) Typical surface profile of the original Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites prepared by SLM.

Microstructure and phase compositions of the SLM composites {#s0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The metallographs and corresponding grain size distribution of the prepared Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites are shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that all the biocomposites possess a regular microstructure mainly consisting of equiaxed grains. The grain size of the biocomposites gradually decreased with the increase in Pd and bredigite. Specifically, there was a 20--28% decrease in grain size between the Fe-2Pd-*x*bredigite and the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites, but no significant difference in the uniformity of grain size distribution can be observed. For the Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposites, the grain size distribution was relatively uniform with average values of 38.4 ± 2.6 μm and 30.8 ± 2.1 μm, respectively. In comparison, the average grain sizes of the Fe-*x*Pd-5bredigite biocomposites were approximately 33.4 ± 1.9 μm and 24.1 ± 2.5 μm, respectively, which were smaller than those of the Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposites. Bredigite (indicated by red arrows) was found homogeneously distributed along the grain boundaries in both the Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite and Fe-*x*Pd-5bredigite biocomposites. Nevertheless, many conglomerations appeared at the grain boundaries of the Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites, as indicated by the red rectangles. Moreover, grains with a large variety of sizes and shapes were also observed, especially around those conglomerations. The different grain sizes among the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites could be attributed to the different contents of solid phases, which were believed to inhibit grain growth by promoted supercooling and heterogeneous nucleation.Fig. 2Metallographs and corresponding grain size distribution of the prepared Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites.

To reveal the microstructure and compositions of the biocomposites, the typical features of the Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite were examined using the SEM/EDS. The backscattered electron SEM image in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a shows a homogeneous and relatively dense microstructure with different brightness. It was evident that the gray areas corresponded to the Fe matrix. A bright contrast was observed along the grain boundaries, suggesting the enrichment of an element with high atomic weight. Moreover, the enrichment was distributed throughout the grain boundaries, leading to the formation of a nearly continuous network. In addition, some dark areas were also observed within the matrix. EDS image analysis inside the grains (Point A) showed strong peaks of Fe and Pd with a Pd content of 2.49 wt%, which was close to the solubility limit of Pd in Fe. The spectrum of the bright contrast at Point B also showed the peaks of Fe and Pd, except for an elevated Pd content of 9.13 wt%. This implied that Pd was segregated into Pd-rich precipitates at the grain boundaries. The spectrum at Point C (the dark areas) consisted of O, Ca, Si and Mg with atom ratios close to the nominal composition of bredigite. EDS mapping was also performed to obtain a general overview of element distribution, and the results confirmed the enrichment of Pd along the grain boundaries. XRD analysis was conducted to determine the phase composition of the Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite with Fe and the raw powders as the control ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b). As can be observed in the spectra, the raw powders showed typical peaks for Fe (JCPDS card no. 06-0696), Pd (JCPDS card no. 46-1043) and bredigite (JCPDS 36-0399), respectively. After laser melting, the XRD pattern of Fe was similar to that of the Fe powder without detectable peak shifts or phase changes. For the Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite, Fe was detected as the major phase with small amount of bredigite, but no Pd-rich IMPs were detected because of the limitation of the XRD technique. According to the SEM/EDS and XRD results, the biocomposite presented the coexistence of Fe and bredigite phases, and Pd existed as both solid solution inside the Fe grains and Pd-rich IMPs along the grain boundaries.Fig. 3(a) Surface morphology and corresponding element composition of Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite; (b) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Fe and Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite after laser melting, as well as the raw powders.

Electrochemical behavior and *in vitro* degradation {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------------

To separate the effect of surface roughness from that of the chemical composition, a surface grinding and polishing process was performed before the electrochemical and degradation tests. The electrochemical behavior of the biocomposites was evaluated in the SBF using a short-term polarization measurement and the corresponding potentiodynamic polarization curves are plotted in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a. With increasing Pd and bredigite contents, the anodic Tafel slopes became sharper and the polarization curves shifted toward higher current densities, indicating the faster dissolution of the Fe matrix. Moreover, the polarization curves showed obvious current plateaus, which revealed a passivation behavior during corrosion. Similar phenomenon has been reported in Zinc (Zn)-hydroxyapatite (HAP) composites [@b0215]. The *E~corr~*, *I~corr~* and degradation rates of the biocomposites were determined by the Tafel extrapolation method and are displayed in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b--d. It can be observed that the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites slightly shifted by approximately −0.038, −0.108 and −0.091 V, respectively, as compared with the Fe-2Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites. This may be associated with the solubility limit (up to 2 wt% [@b0095]) of Pd in Fe according to the phase diagram. In this case, the residual Pd in the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites would precipitate into Pd-rich IMPs and form micro-galvanic cells with the matrix. This led to the shifting of the *I~corr~* toward much higher values, i.e., from 17.78, 31.62 and 39.81 μA·cm^−2^ for Fe-2Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites to 34.67, 50.12 and 63.09 μA·cm^−2^ for the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites, thereby accelerating the corrosion process. For the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites, the degradation rates were 0.41, 0.6 and 0.76 mm·y^−1^, respectively, which were higher than those of the Fe-2Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites. In addition, the biocomposites containing more bredigite generally featured higher degradation rates. This behavior was especially noticeable for Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites, which was about twice that of the Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposites. Compared with bredigite, Pd showed a better improvement in the degradation rate of Fe. The most remarkable improvements were attained in Fe-4Pd-5bredigite and the Fe-4Pd-10bredigite biocomposites, which both contained high amounts of Pd-rich IMPs and bredigite phase.Fig. 4(a) Potentiodynamic polarization curves, (b) corresponding corrosion potentials (*E~corr~*), (c) corrosion current densities (*I~corr~*) and (d) degradation rates of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites by electrochemical tests (\**P* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.01).

Static immersion tests were conducted to investigate the long-term degradation behavior of the biocomposites. The degradation morphology and element composition after 21 d of immersion were analyzed using the SEM/EDS, as shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}. It was worth noting that the grain boundaries were generally the preferred attacked sites of corrosion due to the existence of both Pd-rich IMPs and bredigite. The surface of the Fe-2Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite was partially covered with a compact and smooth product layer in dark-gray color. The EDS spectrum at Point A revealed Fe and O as the main elements of the corrosion products. Additionally, a few worm-like sediments (indicated at Point B) together with fine and spherical crystallites (indicated at Point C) were also observed at the grain boundaries. Corresponding element analysis showed the co-existence of significant amounts of Ca, Mg and O along with small amounts of Pd, P, Si, Na and C. Because P, Na and C were only present in the SBF solution, the crystallites can thus be identified as apatites while Pd and Si originated from the degradation of the biocomposite. In contrast, the Fe-4Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite were fully covered by broccoli-like products, which were composed of a mixture of Fe oxides and apatites and no clear boundaries were distinguishable between the Fe oxides and apatites. This revealed a strong corrosion attack caused by the galvanic corrosion between Pd-rich IMPs and the Fe matrix. Moreover, the product layer appeared to be loose and porous, which enabled the easy penetration of the corrosion medium into the underneath fresh matrix, thereby accelerating the corrosion process. With increased bredigite content, the corrosion morphology was characterized by more apatite precipitation as well as slight changes in the amount of corrosion products owing to the invasion of the corrosion medium *via* the Fe-bredigite interfaces. The enhanced apatite precipitation was mainly attributed to the excellent bioactivity of bredigite, which could encourage the precipitation of Ca- and P-containing phases. In the presence of corrosion products, the Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite and Fe-*x*Pd-5bredigite biocomposites almost maintained a uniform corrosion mode while localized corrosion with corrosion cavities (as indicated by red rectangles) was observed in the Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites, which might be due to the bredigite conglomerations at the grain boundaries.Fig. 5Degradation morphology and corresponding element composition in the corrosion products of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites after immersion tests for 21 d.

To clarify the spatial corrosion process, the 3D surface profile of the biocomposites after product removal is shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}. The color legends displayed on the top left corner of the insets represent the height from the highest points with red to the lowest points with blue. As indicated, the height difference varies with the contents of Pd and bredigite, corresponding to different corrosion features. The Fe-4Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite showed much severe corrosion compared with the Fe-2Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite (height difference of 103.01 μm *vs*. 64.81 μm). This phenomenon was also present in Fe-*x*Pd-5bredigite and the Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites. The intensified corrosion at higher Pd content can be attributed to the large volume fraction of Pd-rich IMPs formed at the grain boundaries, which promoted micro-galvanic corrosion and increased the dissolution of Fe. Additionally, the presence of excessive interfaces in the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites was also responsible for the intensified corrosion by providing more opportunities for the permeation and diffusion of the corrosion medium. In comparison, the height difference first decreased with increasing bredigite from 2.5 wt% to 5 wt% and then increased with increasing bredigite from 5 wt% to 10 wt%, demonstrating a corrosion mode transition from uneven corrosion for Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite to uniform corrosion for Fe-*x*Pd-5bredigite and then localized corrosion for Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite. It can be observed that the Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites corroded most severely with deep corrosion pits on the surface. According to the aforementioned discussion, the excessive bredigite could account for these corrosion pits because the conglomerations observed in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} can easily induce the nucleation and growth of localized corrosion. This was likely to induce a self-driven intense pit development and finally a total disintegration of the biocomposites. In general, the 3D topographic results demonstrated similar effects of Pd and bredigite on the corrosion behavior as revealed in the SEM characterization and potentiodynamic tests. The Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite showed a relatively smooth corrosion morphology with corrosion damage mostly distributed horizontally, indicating a rapid corrosion rate and uniform corrosion mode. Therefore, combined with the voluminous apatite precipitation shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, the Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite may feature the most attractive biodegradability and bioactivity.Fig. 6Three dimensional (3D) surface profile of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites after immersion tests for 21 d and product removal. The height-length graphs represent the height changes along the gray cross-sections.

Mechanical properties {#s0065}
---------------------

The mechanical properties of the biocomposites were investigated by compression tests and microhardness tests and the results are plotted as bar charts in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}. The compressive yield strength (CYS) of the Fe-2Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite reached a value of 161 ± 7 MPa and a slight increase was observed with increasing Pd to 4 wt%. Moreover, the addition of Pd also showed a similar effect on the microhardness of the biocomposites. The microhardness of the Fe-4Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite presented a ∼6% increase as compared with that of the Fe-2Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite. The improvement in mechanical properties could be attributed to the grain refinement, solution strengthening and dispersion strengthening induced by the dissolved Pd within the matrix and the uniformly dispersed Pd-rich IMPs along the grain boundaries. In comparison, bredigite had an opposite influence on the CYS of the biocomposites. The Fe-2Pd-5bredigite biocomposite showed a ∼9% drop in CYS as compared with the Fe-2Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposite, followed by a pronounced decrease of ∼15% with 10 wt% bredigite addition. A similar trend was also observed in the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite biocomposites. The negative influence of bredigite on the CYS might be due to the microstructure inhomogeneity in the biocomposites, such as interfacial mismatch and different deformation mechanisms between metallic and ceramic phases. Moreover, bredigite showed a dual impact on the microhardness. The microhardness of the Fe-*x*Pd-5bredigite biocomposites was 4--6% higher than that of the Fe-*x*Pd-2.5bredigite biocomposites, which could be ascribed to the uniform distribution of the hard bredigite phase within the matrix. However, a significant reduction could be seen in Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites. The mechanical deterioration could be due to brought about by the bredigite conglomerations, causing a weak bonding between the bredigite and matrix. The relatively larger standard deviations also suggested the microstructural inhomogeneity in the Fe-*x*Pd-10bredigite biocomposites.Fig. 7(a) Compressive yield strength (CYS) and (b) microhardness of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites. The insets represent the SEM morphology of the indentations after microhardness tests (\**P* \< 0.05).

Cytocompatibility {#s0070}
-----------------

Cell culture tests were conducted to assess the cytocompatibility of the biocomposites by using MG-63 cells. The biocomposites were separately immersed in DMEM for 3 d and the extracts were then collected and used for cell culture. The cells cultured in DMEM without the extracts served the control. The fluorescence morphology of the cells after 5 d of culture is shown in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}, in which the live and dead cells are stained in green and red, respectively. It was evident that all the images showed high cell densities with no significant differences among the extracts and the control group, indicating normal proliferation of the cells. Moreover, as can be observed in the higher magnification images, the cells basically maintained a spindle or polygonal morphology with spike-like filopodia, indicating benign responses to the extracts [@b0220]. In addition, the number of live cells slightly decreased as the Pd content increased. This was also revealed by the images of dead cells cultured in the Fe-4Pd-*x*bredigite and the Fe-2Pd-*x*bredigite extracts. In comparison, the live cells presented no visible differences in density among the extracts with different bredigite contents. Furthermore, the cell viabilities of MG-63 cells after 3 and 5 d of culture in the extracts were investigated by CCK-8 tests and the results are expressed as a percentage of that in the control group ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}). It can be observed that the cell viabilities in the extracts all increased with the prolonged culture period and maintained a value of more than 80%, indicating favorable cytocompatibility of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites to MG-63 cells according to ISO 19003-5. Moreover, the cell viability decreased after being cultured in the Fe-4Pd-2.5bredigite extract compared with the Fe-2Pd-2.5bredigite extract (*P* \< 0.001), as well as in the Fe-4Pd-5bredigite extract compared with the Fe-2Pd-5bredigite extract (*P* \< 0.05). As for the Fe-4Pd-10bredigite and the Fe-2Pd-10bredigite extracts, cell viability showed no significant difference at 3 d but significant difference at 5 d (*P* \< 0.001). It is known that cell proliferation is closely related to the ionic environment of the culture medium [@b0225]. In the present work, on one hand, the degradation rate of the biocomposites was significantly increased with both the contents of Pd and bredigite, which would result in much more release of Fe and Pd ions. This could induce some inhibitory effect on the proliferation of MG-63 cells. On the other hand, the fast release of Ca, Si and Mg ions induced by bredigite degradation might have helped improve the cell proliferation. These results revealed the favorable biocompatibility of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites to MG-63 cells.Fig. 8Fluorescent images of human osteoblast-like cells (MG-63) after 5 d of culture in the extracts, as well as the cells cultured in Dulbecco\'s modified eagle medium (DMEM) as a control. The live cells are stained green and the dead cells are stained red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 9Cell viabilities of MG-63 cells after 3 and 5 d of culture in the Fe-Pd-bredigite extracts which are expressed as a percentage of that in the control group (\**P* \< 0.05; ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001).

Discussion {#s0075}
==========

An ideal bone implant should have strong bonding with the defective sites, act as a temporary support for cell function, and gradually degrade along with bone tissue regeneration [@b0230], [@b0235]. For load-bearing sites, metallic biomaterials are almost the only choice because of the excellent mechanical strengths and processability compared to ceramics and polymers. As a biodegradable metal, Fe has been proposed as potential bone implant biomaterials, but the researchers have long been puzzled by the slow degradation and poor bioactivity.

Mechanical properties {#s0080}
---------------------

In the present work, Pd and bredigite were first combined to improve both the corrosion behavior and bioactivity of Fe for biomedical applications. It is widely accepted that the performance of metal-based composites mainly depends on the microstructure and composition, i.e., the solution elements and precipitates. As revealed by the SEM/EDS images, Pd was partially dissolved in the Fe matrix and the rest formed a nearly continuous network of Pd-rich IMPs along the grain boundaries. In addition, the bredigite phase was also found distributed throughout the biocomposites. The grain size of the Fe matrix gradually decreased with the increase in Pd and bredigite contents. The solid IMPs and bredigite phase were believed to inhibit the grain growth by promoting supercooling and heterogeneous nucleation. In addition, the rapid heating and cooling process of SLM should also be taken into consideration for the grain refinement. As a result, the refined grain size, together with the dissolved Pd and dispersed Pd-rich IMPs, contributed to the improvement of CYS by immobilizing dislocations and thus inducing more deformation resistance. In comparison, bredigite showed a negative influence on CYS, which be due to the microstructure inhomogeneity, such as interfacial mismatch and different deformation mechanisms between metals and ceramics [@b0240]. Nevertheless, the microhardness of the biocomposites was improved after the addition of bredigite, which could be ascribed to the uniform distribution of the hard bredigite phase within the matrix. Consequently, the CYS and microhardness of the Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites were tailored to 164 MPa and 140 HV, respectively, which were comparable to those of the native bone [@b0245], [@b0250].

Degradation behavior {#s0085}
--------------------

[Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the corrosion process of the prepared Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites in the SBF solution. It is known that grain boundaries are relatively distorted areas with a configuration of dislocations and lattice mismatch [@b0255], [@b0260]. When immersed in the SBF solution, corrosion first started from the Fe matrix closely around the Pd-rich IMPs at the grain boundaries. The Pd-rich IMPs with high corrosion potential as cathodes formed micro-galvanic cells with the Fe matrix as anodes. The Fe matrix was then oxidized into ferrous ions, and the electrons generated from the dissolving Fe were transferred to the Pd-rich IMPs where the electrons were consumed by oxygen reduction ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}a). This resulted in solution alkalization near the IMPs, followed by the formation of ferrous hydroxide and ferric hydroxide at the early stage of immersion. As aforementioned, the IMPs consisted of high amounts of Pd with a high standard reduction potential. Therefore, the resulting Pd-rich IMPs were expected to be much nobler than the Fe matrix. The large potential difference promoted the electron transfer and thus the reaction rate of anodes. Moreover, the Pd-rich IMPs existed as a nearly continuous network along the grain boundaries, indicating the large amount of micro-galvanic cells in the biocomposites. Thus, the presence of the Pd-rich IMPs induced tremendous micro-galvanic corrosion significantly increasing the corrosion rate of the Fe matrix.Fig. 10Schematic of the degradation process of Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites: (a) galvanic corrosion between Pd-rich intermetallic phases (IMPs) and the Fe matrix, as well as bredigite degradation; (b) hydroxide formation and apatite deposition on the surface; (c) simulated body fluid (SBF) invasion via the corrosion pits resulting from bredigite degradation; (d) exposure of fresh Fe matrix to the SBF, followed by a continuous degradation.

In addition, the physical presence of the bredigite phase generated more sites that were vulnerable to corrosion attack due to the excellent biodegradability [@b0265]. As a promising bioactive ceramics, bredigite can rapidly hydrolyze in a biological environment. It has been reported that the biodegradation rate of bredigite was faster than those of HAP [@b0270], diopside and akermanite bioceramics [@b0275], and was comparable to that of β-tricalcium phosphate bioceramics [@b0280], which was known for the very fast degradation for bone repair [@b0285]. Thus, the bredigite phase would rapidly corrode and dissolve from the Fe matrix, leaving corrosion pits in situ ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}b). These corrosion pits exposed more Fe matrix to the corrosion medium, thereby accelerating the corrosion process. Furthermore, bredigite and Fe belong to ceramics and metals, respectively, with different physiochemical properties. Some defects or even conglomerations at the Fe-bredigite interfaces after the SLM process could result. The interfacial defects acted as channels for further invasion of the corrosion medium into the Fe matrix. These were confirmed by the electrochemical and immersion results, in which the corrosion rate increased with bredigite content. Similar influences of ceramic phase on the interfacial characteristics and corrosion behavior of metallic matrix were also reported in many other MMCs, such as Zn-HAP composites [@b0215] and Fe-HAP composites [@b0290]. Moreover, bredigite contributed to the spontaneous absorption and induction of Ca^2+^ and PO~4~^3--^ deposition from the SBF solution, thus leading to the rapid apatite formation on the Fe surface. Previous studies have also reported that bredigite possessed higher bioactivity than HAP and could stimulate apatite nucleation and growth, which is beneficial for the rapid synostosis with the native bone [@b0295]. With time, the corrosion area rapidly expanded into the fresh Fe matrix beneath the IMPs and bredigite ([Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}c). Then, the exposed Fe matrix was further corroded and replaced by voluminous degradation products and apatite layer. Therefore, the newly developed Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposites, especially the Fe-4Pd-5bredigite, featured a significantly accelerated degradation and excellent bioactivity.

Cytocompatibility {#s0090}
-----------------

Biocompatibility is still the biggest hindrance of biodegradable metallic implants for biomedical applications. This issue is mainly caused by the released metallic ions and degradation products which can affect cell metabolic activities and proliferation. In the present work, it can be observed that the biocomposites showed increased cytotoxicity after the addition of Pd. On one hand, the cytotoxicity should be mainly attributed to the released Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions. It has been reported that excess Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions would catalyze the formation of radicals, thereby damaging the cell structure [@b0300]. The galvanic cells formed between Pd-rich IMPs and the Fe matrix significantly accelerated the degradation of the biocomposites, resulting in a rapid release of large amounts of Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions. On the other hand, Pd ions are capable of eliciting *in vitro* a number of cytotoxic effects by stimulating free radical production and the degree of cytotoxicity corresponds to the solubility of Pd compounds [@b0305], [@b0310]. In this study, the concentration of Pd ions released was very low because Pd had a very limited dissolution in the human body and showed nontoxicity in elemental form. Moreover, the released Pd ions can also be rapidly excreted from the body via the feces and urine. Recent studies also reported acceptable cytocompatibility of Pd at 2 wt% and 5 wt% [@b0315]. Moreover, bredigite is one of the frequently used bioactive ceramics for bone repair owing to the excellent biocompatibility and bioactivity. The release of Ca^2+^, Si^4+^ and Mg^2+^ from bredigite could stimulate cell proliferation and differentiation and then promote new bone formation. Furthermore, the Ca-Mg-P precipitates induced by bredigite have been proven to facilitate the adsorption of cell-related proteins, such as fibronectin and vitronectin [@b0270]. Therefore, although the adverse effects of Pd exerted on cell proliferation were observed, the morphology and proliferation of MG-63 cells cultured in the extracts were comparable with those in the control group, which indicated high biocompatibility of the biocomposites without noticeable cytotoxicity.

Conclusions {#s0095}
===========

The present work aimed to develop an Fe-Pd-bredigite biocomposite with a well-balanced combination of accelerated degradation, excellent bioactivity, suitable mechanical properties and favorable cytocompatibility for biomedical applications.(1)Most Pd formed noble IMPs as a nearly continuous network along the grain boundaries. The grain size of the biocomposites was refined after the addition of Pd and bredigite.(2)The degradation rates of the biocomposites were significantly increased due to the tremendous micro-galvanic corrosion between noble Pd-rich IMPs and the Fe matrix. Moreover, the preferential degradation of bredigite also accounted for the accelerated degradation by providing more channels for corrosion medium penetration.(3)The Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite presented a good combination of rapid and uniform degradation with voluminous degradation products. Moreover, the presence of bredigite facilitated the rapid apatite formation on the Fe surface, indicating the excellent bioactivity of the biocomposites.(4)The Pd-rich IMPs and dissolved Pd were deployed in the biocomposites with improved CYS and hardness. However, a bredigite content of 10 wt% caused deteriorated mechanical properties and localized corrosion.(5)Although the presence of Pd and accelerated release of Fe ions had an inhibitory effect on MG-63 cells, the biocomposites still showed favorable biocompatibility with no significant difference in cell proliferation as compared with the control group.(6)The Fe-4Pd-5bredigite biocomposite achieved an optimum combination of suitable biodegradation, bioactivity, biocompatibility, and mechanical properties.
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